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Tuck introduced me to the correct, honorable way to
play golf with guests. He invited us into this home and
spent the next hour discussing golf and what the sport
means to us. I felt I was at Augusta, in the Jones cabin,
talking to Bobby himself. The difference is that I didn't feel
nervous. Quite the contrary. Tuck made me feel comfort-
able.

Finally, we traveled to Crystal Downs and I joined
Becky in her cart for the 18 holes. I have never been treat-
ed to a better riding companion. I played horribly. To make
matters worse, it rained. To be more accurate, it poured.
Such things can make me very frustrated. But through it
all, 76-year-old Becky never complained; about the rain, or
me. To do so isn't the correct way to play golf. Becky just
whispered little pearls of wisdom to me, like when I three-
putted the par-4 10th hole.

"Next time, just listen for the ball to fall in the cup," she
said. "Don't watch it."

In other words, she was saying, I was moving my head
when 1putted. Most golfers would tell me in a more direct
way. But that's not the game. That's not class. With every
quiet word, Becky relaxed me.

Tuck and Becky both still playa mean game of golf.
Despite the conditions, Tuck shot around a 90 and

Becky was around 100 on a course with a slope rating of
144. Tuck's round was all the more remarkable consider-
ing that he wasn't sheltered from the rain in his cart like
Becky and I were. At 82, he played through the rain
because he wanted his guests to see the whole course
and hopefully enjoy the game like he does.

No chance. As much as I love golf, I'll never come close
to enjoying the game like the Tates because I don't under-
stand it like they do. The round ended with a trip back to
the Tate's home where they continued to be gracious
hosts with their hospitality. They turned a round of golf into
an incredible experience. As my friend John and I drove
away from their home, our discussion didn't center around
Crystal Downs. All we talked about were Tuck and Becky.

Sometime during the day I asked Becky if they ever had
any children. Becky said they never had the chance to
have kids because they were always too busy.

But that wasn't quite correct. Their child is golf and they
are the perfect parents. They teach by example. They
teach respect. They are completely unselfish. And their
love for it shines through.

What is golf? Yes, irs atmosphere, beautiful courses
and time-honored rules. But it's also about folks like Tuck
and Becky Tate who make the game truly special.
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Editorial

An Open Letter
of THANKS
By Pat Norton

Recently I was faced with what seemed to be an
unwinnable situation. Our Toro Network 8000 central com-
puter had a completely burned out SNC card, which is the
central board that runs the NW 6000 programs, and
hence, our irrigation system.

After many weeks of waiting, Toro finally informed us
that this board cannot be repaired. The damage to this
board was similar to, but more serious than, damage to
this same component in 1991. In both instances lightning
was the culprit. In neither case did we have appropriate
lightning surge protection installed. There is a surge inter-
face box for NW 8000, but this never seems to stop in-
coming power surges.

Anyway, Taro initially informed us that since the board
is not repairable, and since lightning is the problem (which
voids any warranty), and since our club insurance policy
covers lightning damage...the solution to them seemed so
simple. Simply purchase a new or reconditioned SNC
board for tens of thousands of dollars, submit the claim to
the insurance company, and you're back in business. So
said Toro, initially.

"Bullhonky," we said. "Not a very good solution," we
said. I didn't relish the thought of an insurance claim for
the same problem as in '91. In addition, we felt very
strongly that Toro/Reinders Bros. should have recom-
mended additional surge protection last year when we
experienced "System Error 3124". There were more than
a few times when I wanted to correct "System Error 3124"
with a pistol shot right into that smug little computer
screen.

After too long I called Bob Emmerich of Watertronics (at
the timely suggestion of our assistant, Gary Mracek).
Right off the bat Bob began to take corrective action.
Within 48 hours of our initial chat, Toro agreed to: 1)
replace our SNC board at a very, very reasonable price; 2)
ship us additional surge protection, and 3) give us com-
plete instruction and assistance in the future if we ever
experience additional problems.

That's what I call servlcel Bob Emmerich stood to gain
very little by helping us in such a fashion, yet he did it.
Although his association with Toro has formally ended, his
concern for Taro's reputation with its customers was evi·
dent in his Intervention on behalf of Cedar Creek. Heartfeh
thanks to you, Mr. Emmerich!

Thanks to Toro also for having the wisdom to help a
customer-once the proper people within that company
understood the situation, they cooperated with haste.
Thanks also to Wisconsin's Toro distributor, Reinders
Brothers and MTI, who both offered assistance to us.

It's with this kind of treatment that companies in
Wisconsin's green industry win our support and gratitude.
Watertronics and Toro just won themselves one very
happy customert
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